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Abstract
Word segmentation is a necessary first step for automat-
ic syntactic analysis of Chinese text. Chinese segmenta-
tion is highly accurate on news data, but the accuracies
drop significantly on other domains, such as science and
literature. For scientific domains, a significant portion
of out-of-vocabulary words are domain-specific terms,
and therefore lexicons can be used to improve segmen-
tation significantly. For the literature domain, however,
there is not a fixed set of domain terms. For example,
each novel can contain a specific set of person, organi-
zation and location names. We investigate a method for
automatically mining common noun entities for each
novel using information extraction techniques, and use
the resulting entities to improve a state-of-the-art seg-
mentation model for the novel. In particular, we design
a novel double-propagation algorithm that mines noun
entities together with common contextual patterns, and
use them as plug-in features to a model trained on the
source domain. An advantage of our method is that no
retraining for the segmentation model is needed for each
novel, and hence it can be applied efficiently given the
huge number of novels on the web. Results on five d-
ifferent novels show significantly improved accuracies,
in particular for OOV words.

1 Introduction
Word segmentation is a necessary first step for automat-
ic syntactic analysis of Chinese text. Statistical Chinese
word segmentation systems perform highly accurately on
the news domain, thanks to large-scale manually-annotated
training data. However, robust wide-coverage Chinese word
segmentation is still an open problem, because the per-
formance usually degrades significantly for other domain-
s, such as science and literature. There has been a line
of research on improving cross-domain word segmentation
(Chang and Han 2010; Liu and Zhang 2012; Li and Xue
2014); for scientific texts such as patents, a domain dictio-
nary can enhance the performance significantly.

The challenges to word segmentation for the literature do-
main, and novels in particular, are quite different from those
for scientific texts. For scientific domains such as chemistry
and computer science, OOV words mainly belong to domain
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed method.

terms, which form a relatively stable vocabulary. For novel-
s, however, OOV words are usually named entities such as
person, location and organization names, and other common
noun entities that are specific to the setting of each individual
novel. Apparently, novel-specific lexicons or annotated sen-
tences can reduce a large proportion of segmentation errors
for a specific novel (Zhang et al. 2014). However, the large
number of novels on the web makes it unfeasibly expensive
to annotate resources manually for each novel.

This paper addresses the domain adaptation problem for
segmenting Chinese novels by automatically mining novel-
specific noun entities using information extraction (IE) tech-
niques. Our method does not use any target-domain an-
notation, such as domain dictionaries or small-scale an-
notated target-domain sentences. There has been work on
semi-supervised word segmentation under the same set-
ting, typically by incorporating target-domain statistics in-
to source news-domain training (Suzuki and Isozaki 2008;
Chang and Han 2010; Wang et al. 2011). However, such
methods require the retraining of a statistical model for each
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First type of context Second type of context
Correctly segmented instances Simlar words from news corpus Incorrectly segmented instances
X(� ...��XXXØØØ´́́�� ¦ ...5����;;;�� úwXXXXØØØ´́́�aar
?5
(Tianlinger ... went to Tianbuyi’s side.) (He ... came to the Crown Prince’s side.) (He saw thatTian Buyi came in wobbling.)
XXXØØØ´́́fXå��{ (Tianbuyi pppIII¾¾¾f
é)í XXXØØØ´́́��:Þ§
listened to his daughter’s words.) (Gaoguozhu was very angry after listening.) (Tian Buyi nodded slowly.)
81lm
XXXØØØ´́́§ �HèÑ�
���IIIèèè§ OÅ�XXXØØØ´́́�°ù�3f (She helped
(His looks left Tianbuyi,) (The Vietnamese team lost to Thailand.) her husband Tian Buyi to teach these students.)

Table 1: Instances of the novel-specific word “XØ´” occurring in different contexts.

target domain, using the news-domain annotated data. Giv-
en the large number of novels on the Internet, these methods
can be unfeasibly costly in terms of training time. In con-
trast, the proposed model takes novel-specific nouns as plug-
in resources to a model trained on a large-scale annotated
news corpus, and does not need retraining for each novel.

Our method is inspired by the observation that noun enti-
ties tend to occur frequently in common contexts. Formally,
a context pattern (l, x, r) consists of a left context word l,
a right context word r and a noun entity x, which we call
the target word. For example, in the context pattern (5�
(come to), x,�� (side)), l=5� (come to), r=�� (side)
and x is typically a person name; in the context pattern (?
\ (go), x,S (inside)), x is typically a location or organiza-
tion name. Context patterns can be classified into two types
according to their occurrences in the source and target do-
mains. In the first type of patterns, the context words l and
r occur frequently in both the source-domain corpus and the
target-domain corpus. In the second type of patterns, at least
one of the context words is common in the target-domain but
not in the source-domain.

It is likely for a segmentation algorithm to segment a new
word correctly under contexts similar to the source-domain
training data, but incorrectly under contexts rarely seen in
the source domain. Several examples from our experimen-
tal data are given in Table 1. The left and right columns list
instances of the target word “XØ´ (Tianbuyi)” occurring
under the two types of contexts, respectively. It is more fre-
quently recognized correctly under the first type of context
patterns, but incorrectly under the second type, being split
into “X (Tian; field)” and “Ø´ (Buyi; hard)”.

For a human reader, the first type of context patterns can
help recognize the meaning of a target word, which in turn
helps the understanding of the second type of context pat-
terns in a novel. Based on this observation, we develop a
bootstrapping process that iteratively mines new words and
context patterns. Given a novel, a double propagation pro-
cess is used to detect new noun entities using the first type
of context, which are in turn used to find the second type of
context, before more noun entities and patterns are detected
iteratively. We use the joint segmentation and part-of-speech
(POS) tagging model of Zhang and Clark (2010) as the base-
line segmentor, which gives the state-of-the-art accuracies
on news data. The set of noun entities and patterns mined
from each novel are incorporated into the baseline as new
features to improve segmentation for the novel.

We perform experiments on segmenting five differen-

t novels. For each model, we manually annotate a set of
sentences as the test data. Results show that the proposed
method can significantly improve the accuracies of both
word segmentation and POS tagging over a self-training
baseline. In addition, unlike most previous semi-supervised
segmentation methods, which improve recall on out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words at the expense of slightly de-
creased in-vocabulary (IV) recall, our method achieves an
overall 30.2% error reduction on OOV recall, together with
8.7% error reduction on IV recall.

2 Overview of the Proposed Method
The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
It consists of a training process and a testing process. Giv-
en an annotated news corpus, which we call GenCorpus, the
training process is executed only once, resulting in a set of
models that are used to analyze different novels without re-
training. The testing process refers to the segmentation pro-
cess of novels; it is carried out for each novel separately.

In the training process, a baseline segmentor (§3.1) and
an enhanced segmentor (§3.2) that supports noun entity and
pattern features are trained on GenCorpus separately. In ad-
dition, two log-linear classifiers (§4.1 and §4.3) are trained
on GenCorpus for detecting new words and assigning POS
tags to unknown words, respectively.

The segmentation process for a given novel consists of
three steps. First, the novel is segmented and POS-tagged by
the baseline segmentor (§3.1), resulting in a set of automat-
ically segmented sentences SEN. Second, through a double
propagation process, new word and context pattern mining is
executed iteratively on SEN (§4.2), using the log-linear word
(§4.1) and POS (§4.3) classifiers through a double propaga-
tion process. Finally, the newly-mined words together with
their context patterns are converted into features, and given
to the enhanced segmentor (§3.2) to produce the final seg-
mentation for the novel.

3 Segmentation and POS-tagging
Joint segmentation and POS-tagging has received grow-
ing research attention due to improvements of lexical anal-
ysis over pipelined segmentors and POS taggers (Zhang
and Clark 2008; Jiang et al. 2008; Kruengkrai et al. 2009;
Zhang and Clark 2010). It makes better use of POS infor-

To facilitate future comparisons, we release our anno-
tated datasets at http://people.sutd.edu.sg/\%7Eyue zhang/
publication.html.
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mation and reduces segmentation error propagation, and is
preferred when POS annotation is available.

3.1 The Baseline Segmentor
We apply the joint segmentor and POS-tagger of Zhang and
Clark (2010)1 as our baseline system. The segmentor pro-
cesses a sentence from left to right, using a buffer to main-
tain partially-built outputs and a queue to hold the next in-
coming characters. In the initial state, the buffer is empty,
and the queue contains the whole input sentence. Two tran-
sition actions are defined to consume input characters from
the queue and construct output sentences on the buffer:

• APPEND, which removes the front character from the
queue and appends it to the last word in the buffer;

• SEPARATE-x, which removes the front character from the
queue and puts it as the start of a new word in the buffer,
assigning the POS-tag x to the new word.

Given an input sentence, the system starts from the initial
state, and repeatedly applies transition actions until all the
characters on the queue are consumed and a full sentence
is constructed on the buffer. Beam-search is applied to find
a highest-scored sequence of transitions heuristically. The
system scores search candidates using a linear model, which
is trained using the averaged perceptron (Collins 2002) and
early-update (Collins and Roark 2004).

The “Base” rows of Table 2 lists the the feature templates
of our baseline segmentor, which are taken from Zhang and
Clark (2010). w, t and c denote a word, a POS-tag and a
character, respectively. The subscripts are based on the cur-
rent character, which is the front character in the queue. w−1

represents the first word to the left of the current character,
and t−2 represents the POS-tag on the second word to the
left of the current character. start(w), end(w) and len(w) in-
dicate the first character, the last character and the length of
word w, respectively. cat(c) represents the set of all possible
POS-tags seen on the character c.

3.2 The Enhanced Segmentor
The enhanced segmentor is the baseline segmentor with ad-
ditional feature templates that support information on new
words (W) and patterns (P) in a target novel. The new fea-
tures are shown in the “New” rows of Table 2. ISNOUN(w)
indicates whether the word w is in W. ISPATTERN(w−2, c0)
represents whether the word w−2 and the word starting with
c0 form a pattern in P, regardless whether w−1 is in W or
not. ISTRIPLE(w−2, w−1, c0) represents whether words w−2

and w−1, and the word starting with c0 form a pattern in P,
with the noun w−1 being in W.

To train weights for W and P on the source-domain Gen-
Corpus, the new feature templates are instantiated using a
set of source-domain noun entities Ws and Ps. We construct
Ps by extracting the set of source-domain patterns that occur
at least 10 times in GenCorpus, and Ws by extracting the set
of source-domain noun entities that occur at least under two

1from http://sourceforge.net/zpar version 0.6, using the agenda
implementation of chinese.postagger.

Type Feature
Base w−1;w−1w−2;w−1, where len(w−1) = 1;
Base start(w−1)len(w−1); end(w−1)len(w−1);
Base c−1c0; begin(w−1)end(w−1); end(w−2w−1;
Base start(w−1)c0; end(w−2end(w−1);w−1c0;
Base w−2len(w−1); len(w−2)w−1; end(w−1)c0);
Base w−1t−1; t−1t0; t−2t−1t0;w−1t0; t−2w−1;
Base w−1t−1end(w−2);w−1t−1c0; start(w0)t0;
Base c−2c−1c0t−1 (len(w−1) = 1); t−1start(w−1);
Base ct−1end(w−1) (c ∈ w−1 and c 6= end(w−1));
Base t0c0; c0t0start(w0); c0t0c−1t−1; c0t0c−1;
Base c0t0cat(start(w0)) (c ∈ w−1 and c 6= end(w−1));
New ISNOUN(w−2)t−2len(w−2);
New ISNOUN(w−1)t−1len(w−1);
New ISNOUN(c0)t0len(w0);
New ISTRIPLE(w−2, w−1, c)t−1len(w−1);
New ISPATTERN(w−2, c)t−1len(w−1);

Table 2: Feature templates for the joint word segmentation
and POS tagging system.

Type Feature
Context Both end and start with punctuations
Context 20[COUNT(p); 10[COUNT(p)<20
Context 2[COUNT(p)<10; COUNT(p)=1
Context 50[FREQ(p); 20[FREQ(p)<50
Context 5[FREQ(p)<20; FREQ(p)<5
Structure PMI(C1, C2,n); PMI(C1,n−1, Cn)
Structure PMI(C1,2,C3,n); PMI(C1,n−2, Cn−1,n)

Table 3: Feature templates of the word classifier.

context patterns in Ps. All the words in the general dictio-
nary the PKU Grammatical Dictionary (Yu et al. 1998) are
removed from Ws so that the remaining words simulate the
distribution of new words in target novels.

For the final segmentation of a novel, a set of novel-
specific nouns (W) and the corresponding set of patterns (P)
are extracted from the novel by using the double propagation
algorithm in §4, and replace Ws and Ps for instantiating the
new features in the enhanced segmentor.

4 Noun Entity and Pattern Mining
Our approach identifies new noun entities and context pat-
terns using known and extracted noun entities and patterns
iteratively, using noun entities to identify new patterns, and
vice versa. Because of the two-way information passage be-
tween noun entities and patterns, this method is also called
double propagation (Wu et al. 2009; Carlson et al. 2010;
Qiu et al. 2011; Qiu and Zhang 2014).

4.1 Training a Word Classifier
For noun entity mining, a logistic regression classifier Word-
Classifier is used to score candidates, with features shown
in Table 3. In the table, p denotes the context patterns that
a target noun entity occurs in, and ci denotes a substring of
the target noun entity. For example, C1 and C(1,2) denote
the substrings consisting of the first character and the first
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two characters, respectively. COUNT(p) and FREQ(p) indi-
cate the number of distinct patterns p and their total count,
respectively, while PMI(C1, C(2,n)) is used to measure the
point mutual information between the two substrings C1 and
C(2,n) in the target noun entity. The feature templates cover
both context and word structure patterns.

We train WordClassifier using GenCorpus. All the nouns
and their context patterns in the corpus can be taken as pos-
itive training examples for the word classifier. However, in
order to simulate the test scenario when analyzing novels,
we choose the top 30% most frequent person names, loca-
tions, organization names, and common nouns as the set of
positive examples Wi. The frequencies of different types of
nouns are counted separately. In addition, the context pat-
terns of the chosen nouns are taken as the pattern set Pi.

For negative examples, we concatenate each noun in Wi

and its right context word. However, if the resulting word
also occurs in Wi, it is removed from the set of negative
examples. This ensures that a word does not occur in both
the positive and negative set.

4.2 Double Propagation
The pattern mining algorithm consists of three steps. Step
1 is an initialization process, where the tokens in the
automatically-segmented novel SEN that have been tagged
as nouns (including person names, locations, organization
names, and common nouns) are extracted and put into the
candidate new noun entity set Wc. The output noun entity
set Wo is initialized to an empty set, and the output pattern
set Po is initialized to Pi. In Step 2, WordClassifier is used to
classify the candidate new noun entities in Wc, taking word-
s with probabilities above a threshold α as novel-specific
nouns, and putting them into the set Wo. WordClassifier us-
es Po for context features in the classification. In Step 3, the
updated noun set Wo is used to expand Po, with the contex-
t patterns of all words in Wo being added into Po. If new
patterns are detected, the process is repeated from Step 2.
Otherwise, the algorithm finishes, returning Wo and Po.

Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode of the double propagation
algorithm. We take the novelÄl (Zhuxian) as an example
to illustrate the workflow of the algorithm. The original con-
text pattern set Pi contains the context patterns in the left
column of Table 1. Using the lines 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1,
the target word “XØ´ (Tianbuyi)” is put into the candi-
date new word set Wc. The target word “XØ´ (Tianbuyi)”
passes the confidence test in line 8 and is removed from Wc

and put into Wo. As a result, the context patterns in the right
column of Table 1 will be put into Po. After repeating the
execution of lines 7 to 15, more new words, including the
person names “�ê� (Wanjianyi)” and “�UÌ (Shen-
tiandou)”, and the locations “9Ä¸ (Mount Longshou)”
and “ÏU¸ (Mount Tongtian)”, are extracted.

4.3 Tagging Unknown Words
Because our POS set differentiates common nouns (n), per-
son names (nr), locations (ns) and organization names (nt),
a new noun typically should have only one POS tag. How-
ever, some of the mined words are tagged with two or more

Input : auto-analyzed sentences SEN, context
patterns Pi, annotated news corpus
GenCorpus, noun entity classifier
WordClassifier .

Output: New words Wo, context patterns Po.

1 Wo =Φ, Wc =Φ; Po =Pi;
2 for each word ∈ SEN and word /∈ GenCorpus do
3 AddToSet(word , Wc);
4 end
5 while True do
6 count =0;
7 for each word ∈Wc do
8 if IsWord(word ,Po,WordClassifier) then
9 RemoveFromSet(word ,Wc);

10 AddToSet(word ,Wo);
11 pattern =GetContextPat(word);
12 AddToSet(pattern,Po);
13 count ++;
14 end
15 end
16 if count =0 then
17 break;
18 end
19 end

Algorithm 1: The double propagation algorithm.

Type Feature
Context first context word on the left
Context second context word on the left
Context first context word on the right
Context second context word on the right
Context POS of first context word on the left
Context POS of first context word on the right
Structure the first character of the target word
Structure the last character of the target word

Table 4: Feature templates of the POS classifier.

POS under different contexts by the baseline segmentor, due
to segmentation errors or inherent ambiguities.

To disambiguate between the POS tags, we develop a log-
linear regression classifier POSClassifier with the feature
templates listed in Table 4, and try to attach a single POS
tag to each new word. The POS classifier incorporates both
global context features and internal structure features, and
is trained on the source-domain news corpus. The training
data is selected using the same way as selecting the positive
examples for the WordClassifier.

POSClassifier is used to filter POS tags for the words in
Wo. For a word with the most probable POS having a prob-
ability above a threshold β, only the most probable POS
is given to the word. For the remaining words, all POS in
Wo are kept. In the segmenting process, the word and POS
information in Wo is used to instantiate features using the
feature templates such as ISNOUN(w−2)t−2len(w−2) and
ISNOUN(c0)t0len(w0) in Table 2.
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Data Set #Sents #Words OOV Rate
GenCorpus 42,132 1,052,119 —
Äl(ZX-dev) 300 8,117 0.137
Äl(ZX-test) 667 21,066 0.161
�<?lD(FR) 1,020 16,957 0.139
Ï9P(XL) 942 25,049 0.129
ÌÛ�º(DL) 1,000 31,734 0.111
ý�V�(JD) 632 17,759 0.109

Table 5: Corpus statistics.

5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Setup
The People’s Daily Corpus, which contains all the articles
of People’s Daily in January 1998, is used as the source-
domain annotated corpus GenCorpus. The corpus consists
of 42,000 sentences and 1.1M Chinese words. It contains
both segmentation and POS annotation, and has been an-
notated according to the standard of Yu et al. (2003). Five
contemporary novels, including Äl (Zhuxian, ZX), �<
?lD (Fanren Xiuxian Zhuan, FR),Ï9P (XunLong Ji,
XL), ÌÛ�º (Douluo Dalu, DL) and ý�V� (Juedai
Shuangjiao, JD), are chosen for the domain adaptation ex-
periments. We select one chapter from the middle of each
novel and annotate the sentences manually, so that the seg-
mentation accuracies of the novels can be evaluated.

We take 300 annotated sentences from Äl (ZX) as the
development data (ZX-dev), which is used to determine the
amount of sentences for a self-training baseline, and for the
parameter tuning of the double propagation algorithm, the
noun entity classifier, and the POS classifier. Detailed infor-
mation of the training set (GenCorpus), the ZX development
set and the five test sets is shown in Table 5.

We use the F1-score to evaluate both the segmentation
accuracy and the overall segmentation and POS tagging ac-
curacy. For the overall accuracy, a word is marked as cor-
rect only if both its segmentation and POS are correct. The
recalls of IV and OOV words, which are defined as the per-
centages of IV and OOV words in the reference that are cor-
rectly segmented, respectively, are also measured.

5.2 Overall Results
Table 6 summarizes the best results on the development set,
and the final results on the five test sets in terms of seg-
mentation F1-score (the “Word” column), overall segmen-
tation and POS-tagging F1-score (the “POS” column), and
IV (the “IV” column) and OOV recalls (the “OOV” colum-
n) of segmentation. Improvements and error reduction of the
enhanced segmentor over the baseline segmentor are listed
in the “im” and “err” columns, respectively.

Compared with the baseline, the enhanced segmentor
gives significant improvements on both the development set
and the test sets. On average, it results in relative error re-
ductions of 18.4% and 14.6% in segmentation and POS F1-
scores, respectively.

The POS F1 improvement on the novel JD is relatively
lower (+8.07% error reduction) than the other novels. Error

analysis shows that the person names in this novel, including
the names of the two main characters “�~� (Xiaoyuer;
little fish)” and “sÃ" (Huawuque; flowers without flaw)”,
are highly similar to common nouns. In this novel, the POS-
tagging errors by incorrectly tagging person names as com-
mon nouns occupy 51% of the OOV tagging errors. In con-
trast, the errors on other novels vary from 11% to 23%.

Previous work on semi-supervised domain-adaptation us-
es various sources of statistical information from raw target
domain data, and improves the OOV recall with slightly de-
creased IV recall (Chang and Han 2010). This is mainly be-
cause target-domain statistical information such as character
mutual information and χ2 information helps the identifica-
tion of target words, but can hurt the identification of source
domain words if conflicts exist, which leads to the decrease
of IV recall. In contrast, our proposed method can detec-
t OOV words in high precision (§5.4) without affecting IV
words. As a result, it achieves 30.4% error reduction in terms
of OOV recall, together with 7.5% error reduction in terms
of IV recall.

5.3 Comparison with Self-training
We compare the enhanced segmentor with the self-training
method of Liu and Zhang (2012). Neither method uses target
domain annotation, and self-training gives a simple baseline
for unsupervised domain adaptation. We use the ZX develop-
ment data to decide the best number of target-domain sen-
tences from 4000 to 20000, and the best result is achieved
using 8000 sentences. As a result, 8000 target-domain sen-
tences are used for each novel in the final self-training tests.

Experimental results on the development and test sets are
listed in Table 7. The results indicate that self-training can
achieve a relative error reduction of about 6% on both seg-
mentation and POS F1. This result is similar to the find-
ing of Liu and Zhang (2012). In contrast, our proposed
method shows significant advantage in terms of error re-
duction (Word 18.4% vs 5.8%, POS 14.6% vs 4.13%, IV
7.50% vs 4.75% and OOV 30.4% vs 6.6%). The self-training
method gives a relatively better impact of IV, while our pro-
posed method is relatively more effective in improving OOV.
This is mainly because self-training tends to learn from the
correctness of the baseline system, and hence improve what
has been segmented correctly. In contrast, our double prop-
agation method can mine words that have been rarely seg-
mented correctly by the baseline, using context information.
In addition, it takes six hours to segment each novel using
self-training due to retraining of the segmentation model,
but only about ten minutes using our method. The speed
advantage results from the fact that our method does not
need the retraining of segmentation models, and makes our
method particularly useful compared with self-training and
other semi-supervised methods that require retraining of a
statistical model for a given novel.

5.4 The Effect of Noun Entity Mining
The main benefit of our segmentation method comes from
noun entity mining. We evaluate the quality of mined noun
entities in terms of precision and recall. The precision (Noun
P) is evaluated manually on the 100 most frequent entities
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Word (%) POS (%) IV (%) OOV(%)
Nov base en im err base en im err base en im err base en im err
ZX-dev 89.5 92.1 +2.6 24.7 82.8 86.3 +3.5 20.3 92.6 93.8 +1.2 16.2 67.8 80.3 +12.5 38.8
ZX-test 88.3 90.2 +1.9 16.2 79.9 82.9 +3.0 14.9 91.3 92.0 +0.7 8.04 69.3 78.1 +8.8 28.6
FR 87.6 90.1 +2.5 20.1 81.3 84.5 +3.2 17.1 90.4 91.5 +1.1 11.4 68.3 79.4 +11.1 35.0
XL 87.5 89.5 +2.0 16.0 80.9 84.2 +3.3 17.2 90.2 91.1 +0.9 9.18 65.5 74.7 +9.2 26.6
JD 88.7 90.9 +2.2 19.4 83.9 85.2 +1.3 8.07 92.2 92.7 +0.5 6.41 59.4 71.1 +11.7 28.8
DL 92.6 94.1 +1.5 20.2 87.5 89.5 +2.0 16.0 95.9 96.0 +0.1 2.43 72.1 81.3 +9.2 32.9
avg-test +2.0 18.4 +2.6 14.6 +0.66 7.5 +10.0 30.4

Table 6: Main experimental results using the model trained on GenCorpus. (base: the base segmentor. en: the enhanced seg-
mentor. im: improvement of the enhanced segmentor over the baseline segmentor. err: error reduction. )

Word (%) POS (%) OOV (%)
Nov self im self im self im
ZX-Dev 90.2 +0.7 83.6 +0.8 71.4 +3.6
ZX-Test 89.0 +0.7 80.8 +0.9 71.9 +2.6
FR 89.0 +1.4 82.6 +1.3 72.8 +4.5
XL 87.7 +0.2 80.9 +0.0 66.1 +0.6
JD 89.1 +0.4 84.5 +0.6 56.4 +0.2
DL 93.1 +0.5 88.1 +0.7 74.1 +2.3
avg-test +0.64 +0.7 +2.04

Table 7: Comparison with self-training. (self: self-training.
im: improvement of self-training over the baseline.)

Noun P (%) Noun R (%) Seg R (%)
Nov type token type token base en
ZX 95 94 49.4 76.6 74.7 87.1
FR 94 92 60.8 82.6 76.9 91.4
XL 97 96 40.9 71.9 77.0 91.3
JD 96 95 24.4 53.2 64.2 96.7
DL 94 94 55.1 84.5 80.8 93.3
avg 74.7 92.0

Table 8: Evaluation of noun entity mining.

mined from each novel, while the recall (Noun R) is eval-
uated on the test sets automatically. The columns “Noun
P” and “Noun R” of Table 8 show the results. Our method
gives high precisions (about 95%), with recalls from 53% to
84.5% on the novels.

The effect of mined noun entities on the segmentation
accuracies are shown in the “Seg R” column of Table 8.
We measure the recalls in the segmentation of noun entities
(Seg R), which occupy 60% to 76% of the total OOV word-
s of the five novels. The enhanced segmentor can segment
these mined noun entities with a relatively high recall (92%),
giving an average error reduction about 68.2%, which con-
tributes to the overall OOV recall improvement.

6 Related Work
Given manually annotated news data, there are three main
approaches to improve segmentation accuracies on a tar-
get domain. The first is unsupervised domain adaptation,
which uses no annotated sentences or lexicons on the tar-
get domain. The simplest method is self-training (Chang
and Han 2010; Liu and Zhang 2012) and co-training (Zhang

et al. 2013), while more complex methods include those
based on feature augmentation (Wang et al. 2011) and train-
ing regularization (Suzuki and Isozaki 2008). In all the
methods above, various sources of information from raw
or automatically-segmented target domain data can be used,
including mutual information (Sun, Shen, and Tsou 1998;
Zhao and Kit 2008; Sun and Xu 2011), χ2 information
(Chang and Han 2010), branching entropy (Jin and Tanaka-
Ishii 2006) and character clusters (Liang 2005). For each tar-
get domain, all the methods above require the retraining of a
model using the source-domain corpus, which can be overly
expensive if each novel is taken as its own domain. In con-
trast to the methods above, our approach does not require
retraining of segmentation models, and hence is more suit-
able for the literature domain.

The second and third approaches are type- and token-
supervised training, respectively (Li and Sun 2009; Jiang et
al. 2013; Li and Xue 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). Both method-
s require manual annotation on the target domain, with the
former requiring annotated target-domain lexicons and the
latter requiring annotated target-domain sentences. Zhang
et al. (2014) show that both types of annotations can lead
to the same accuracy improvement given the same effort-
s, while a mixture of both types of annotations can lead to
increased effect. Target domain annotation can be the most
useful method for domains with a relatively stable vocab-
ulary, such as scientific texts. However, for the literature
domain, vocabularies are highly flexible, and it is unfeasi-
bly expensive to annotate manually for the domain. We take
an approach based on information extraction, automatically
mining domain vocabularies for each novel. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first to study segmentation by taking litera-
ture as a whole domain.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
We studied word segmentation for Chinese novels, present-
ing a double propagation method for mining noun entities
and context patterns, and using them as features to enhance
a cross-domain segmentation model. Our method is special
in that no retraining of a segmentation model is required for
each novel, and therefore it is practically more useful giv-
en the large number of novels on the Internet. Experimental
results show that our approach achieves substantial improve-
ment over a state-of-the-art baseline system.

By analyzing the contents of novels automatically, our
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work is a basic step in using AI algorithms to aid social sci-
ence research. For example, based on the analysis of syntax,
major events can be extracted from the novel, the relation-
ship between characters can be automatically detected, and
sentiment of the author can be analyzed. These provide em-
pirical support for literary criticism. In addition, application-
s such as novel recommendation systems can be developed
based on these results.

For future work, we plan to study the effects of context
patterns beyond the immediate neighboring words, and ex-
ternal knowledge such as common surnames.
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